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The Irse of Fracti9natiOn Scales for CommUnication Aud4.ts"

Ab tract
Thiie paper proposes a new a d more precise methot of .measuring

organizdt4onal communication than the one currently employed by the
ICA1,Communication Audit and . other- audit systems. An .audit. was
performed with employeeS from five different business ,groups froni
witfti large multinational corporation' .to de'termine the utility of

It-'.fra iota on procedUres. The results -showed that, 1) workers can use
th e scale., 2), they use them reliably, 3) these methods produce'.ifthent y more variance..than traditional procedures, 4) workers
di rim,inate a =reater nujaberrOf Oalues than,alloited by traditional

, d choitCe items, and, 5) theoreticall4 va,lid relationships were
,. ined. As a result' ofp these finAings0his - paper advocates- the

ption of direct - magnitude. estimate fractionation scales for the
surement of organixational cchtounication.

O
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The Use of Fracti tion Scyles for Communication Audits11

T. Intrpduction

. Since the first s'stematic" measurement of organizational

-communication, some thirty years ago (Jacobson r, 'Seashore 1951); and

- the first published use of- the term. "communication audit" some five

years later (Odiorne, 1954), the measurement of organizational

communication has grown from a scattering of single-method, single:-
.

orgarrization, one-shot research attemrts to systematic multi-method,

investigations in large numbers of organizations. For example, the

LTT/OCD audits, similar to Vie ICA Audit (Goldhaber &Rogers, 1979)1,

have been repeated by Niip (1979) and -associates in at least 29

faniza tions mainly in 1;'inland. T,he 7P.,Audi,t.. itself has so far

been applied to over 20 organiza tions jen the United StateSand

'Canada. Because the latter has been more highly publicized and

institutionalized, it' ids the subject of focus here. However, a

complete discussion of the ICA Audit is beyond the scope-.of this

paper. For an excellent des6ription of the Audit we highly recommend

tOldhaber and Hogerg:(1979) 4

The ICA Audit is operated by an organization of its own

numbering in the hundreds of memb*rg. It has implemented formalized

,training and certification procedures for them,, as 'well' as

centralized the management of instrument development,, analysis

procedures'el and data base Management. This organizing appears to

have had positive ,effects on the 1 social and theoretical

intrastfucture of the organiiaticnal communication field. Perhaps

oremost and far reaching are some indirect effects. The Audit, ha

expanded and made more discernable the "invisible college" of,

°C.
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organizational communication scholargA It also appears to have

fostered greater conceptual .consensus: Similarly, it may have

stimulated the number, -scope, and quality of comprehensive

aiterature reviews tGoldhaber, et al., 1978; Dennis, et al., 1978

Monge, et al., 1978; Farace, ,et al,., 1978), and texts (Farace, -et

al.; 1978; Rogers F Rogers, 1977; Goldhaber, et al., 1979) which

have appeared in the "ia'St few years. IT may not be entirely

coincidental that most of these syntheses hase multiple authors.

The Audit has also

professional education role. Research skills
.\
and knowledge among

scholars has grown more widely, and rapidly thar pould have occurred

more direct-and immediate:effect through its

without auditor train and certification. Furthermore, their Audit

has expanded scholars' cess to organizatici.$ and hence,' increased

their richness of periences about: practical orgamizational

communication problems. s a result, theory construction efforts

have `profited..10
While the Audit appears to have had these major met4-

theoretical organizational effects, it also appears to have ilifitnced.

the substantive and met dological quality of organizational

communication research. Per hapsmost significant among a number of

such effects is that the Au pit offers promise, or at least a

prototype, for enabling carefu examination of some crit\al issues.

In particular those'concerning e: 1) generalizability of findings,

2) le vets of appropriate'aggregat'on, and-3) Appropriate statistical

testing.procedures. These are issu s thought important by proponents,

*and critics of organizational co munication theory. Clearly, such

examination is possiblellecause the very same methods are being.

applied to a number if organizaticns.

i' 5
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Nevertheless, he'rein lies a potential theoretical fault. It can
he inferred from contingency theories (lawrence & trsch, 1967;

Galbraith, 1977) that organizational communication processes vary

widely,. depending on e nykronpental conditions. nus, mechanical
administration of the same measures across different organizations
for different functional subunits within one organization) /nay, fail
to capture not only. impOrtant variance among, them, but crucial

r .

unique variance within many different; organizations. Thissuggests
. , , %_

that extending contingency theory to., . the methodological level
requires application of a .custon iiiix of 'measuren!ent tools for each

organization
empirical

1977,1979;

Obviously,

theorists*

based on -otherwise known

evidence

panowski,

as the

_dreams

may he used ,to,

1980; Kapitula

. -chAracteristics. ReCent
- ,ort this positionv,(Tushman

. .
, .

Barnett, Under review).
frvariance increases in applTing i

such tvls,
of empirically treating 4 ilsues of

and statistical testing would drifgeneralizability, aggregation,

further from fullfiliment.
Nevertheless, ,a notable countedirgument to the radica_l

extention of contingency views exist on both theoretical and

measurement levels. Contingent variation is not scientifically
observable unless the same. measurement .procedures are consistently

R!plied across org aniza tions-

cease to be such, for they are not falsifiable. ObserSed contingent
otherwise, contingency. "theories'!..

lk

variation may be an artifact of the variance in measurement

techniques used. Th,is alternative explanation cannot readily bef
refruted without the same measurement techniques being used., across
different organizations.

Nevertheless, this counter argument is not intended to lay to

.6
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rest theoretical questioning of the measurement procedure used by

the ICA, LTT/ D or other audit ap roaches. If the audit scales,

despite their consistant application do not represent precise

variance in organizational clamour/cation processes, then they are,

limited, Wide scope theory construction .and revealation 0 subtle
m

effects are restricted. In general, the more the processes of

isf:ientific interest varies, the m re precise the measurement scales

must be. This is particularly true, since accurate assessment of

chanq. over time is important. Also, at a practical level, more

scaling. enAbles finer adjustments in an organizations

mmunication Patterns. Furthermore, there is increased 0lipOrtunity
4 .

to observe impacts on organ\ izational effectiveness.

;:. host standard auditing instruments rely on crude ordinal
'. . 'e //

.9.Sqale y mdinlY-4 or 9p0int Likert-type scales, an sometimes 7
. .

point SemanfiC Differen4 Scales. ,Cleariyi investig tors have ot
, .

chosen these, .limited scales out of, heer naivite. aontemporary

(although largely untested) academic "folk wisdom" holds that most

-workers cannot effectively understand or use more sophisticated

scales. So,-comprOsises in measurement have been made.

However, the -basic principles of scientific evidence suggest it

inappropriate to leave such important scaling assumptilAS
.

untested: The potential theoretical 4mplications are too great. 'For

--th4s reason, we embarked on the research reported here, which

measures many of the same constructs used to measuri communication
. A

sclimate in the ICA and LTT/MCD Audits. However, we used metric

uctiggatiga

1

gcales, rather than ordinal scales. Before reporting

meactual thods, salaples and results, the issues surrounding

dardlordinal and more pretise scales should be dipcussed.

(
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II. Measurement Theory

'Me process of measurement essentially invo 1- ves 'setting in a

one-to-one correspondence )the agnitude or quantity of, some
\

,

attribute possessed by a set of stimuli With

quantity

set' of 'real/
.

numbers: The real number isystem has five'spropertis which are
-/

.1important to the measurement process. They are: 1) It 1. ordered, .

such that, one is less thail two is less than three, and so on,
.

(1<2<3<...<n-1<n). . 2) The distances beti&el the intervals are equal.

That is, the diFference between 2 and is equal to the, difference,.

. ,k i

between 4 and 5 (3-2=5-4). 3) It has.,.a true (abSolute zero point.

'The first three properties are those generally,associat d with ratio

scales. The real numbers have two additional properties whiCh have
_ ....

important implicatiOns Aor measvement. 4) The real number system is

unpeunded -or infinite. 5) IOis infinitely dense. Between airy two
,

values a -third can be placed without limit. L.

It is mportant to select a measurement system which meets
wr A

these, requirements &because the iocls of mathematics can be more

fully ap'ied to the gathered data. When choosing, one that does not
.

-..

meet these 'requirements the researcher must set aside certain

assumptions befoie prr rming any mathematical -operations. For
%

example, to divide require's-an abslute zero point. Without it the
r

ratio meaningless.

fi The ICA Communication Audit currently employs Likert-type items

to measure an organization's communication patterns. They are

bounded, five point fixed-choice items. They_meet only' the first two

reguireme is of the real numbers order and equal intervality.

fail to meet the other three; they do not havb an absolute zero

point 'they r severeev r ee'Y boas ed Haig1g tie possible variation in

8 2sk
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measuremvit, and, they limit density. These qualities severely

restrict the instrument's precision ofibeaure. Since these scales

discriminate only five different

the measurement

values, they build 20% error into

process. Due to their form, they are incapable of

precision, greater: than AO!! accuracy. When coupled with measurement

error (assigning the stimulus to the wrong category) and

unreliability, these measures may be further limited in validity and
_7,

the recgimmendations to modify, an organization's, communication/

structure spy be erroneous.

As an alteinative to the currently employed measurement

procedures, the direct, magnitude estimate fors of fraCtionaion

sCales 'Ay be used to measure an organization'Is communication.

,TRrgerson (1958:94) describes the fractionation method as follows:

The logic' of the fractionition methods cai be
stated girite simply: It is 4ssumed that a
subjeCt is capable of directilyperceiving and
repyarting the Magnitude of a sense- ratio: i.e.,
the Patio between two subjective magnitudes.e
This assumption is, 4'rof course, subject to tests
of internal. consistency. Fractionation 'methods'
are found in: two general fcirmd. In one form, the
subject 'is presented with two stimuli and
instructed. to feTort the. subjective ratio
between them with respect to the designated
attribute. For example, two tones of the same
pitch might be prepented to the subject, with
instructions to rppOrt the ratio of to ones of'
the first tone to the second. We shall fefe to

I methods ghat use this approach as dir ct-
estimate methods.

1

The usual-procedures.this method employs and the approach. this'
W 4

paper advocates, is ; essentially a special case ofeubj4ctive-
4 '

/estimate meth'iod. Assume hat there are n stimuli to be scaled with
ti 4

respect ',to some attrib'Ate The. researcher provides subjects a

standard, anchored at one Hd with the absolute zero poihi (none of

the attif.bute) and at the 0 er by sore $rbiirrary value. Often, this
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point is one of the stimuli to be scaled, either the largest or

smallest stimulus of the group. However, Stevens A1956) reco,,intnds a

middle stimulus or an average value tc serve as the standard's upper

bolnd. This does not bound the scale and is easier to'use 'when the

magnitudes of the individual sti,,atuii are unknown. The researcher

then presents the remaining Stiiuli along with the standard, and thd,

sub-itAs estimate the ratio of the stimuli to the I
standard.' Repeated -

ludgements. by' a large number of different observers are neces9ary

to obtain stable estimates.

'While these procedures have beet frequently employed in

pSychophysical research (Torgerson, 1958), they have less often been

used to study attitudes or the perception of // abstract attributes
1

(su ch as how much information is received frt.' a gource). Some

notahle excep 'ons deal with the mass media (Barnett & McPhail.

1975, 1980) , perceived uncertainty (Bar ett F. Hughes, 1978) ,

organizational attitudes (Hamlin Es Hugh s, 1980),
<1

perceived
r

dominance/A:randli 1980) and attitude c

1980) . While not directly comparable,

qe (Kapl ,pwitz, et al.,

Galileo(tm) metric

multidieensiona, scaling' procedures (Woel4p1 & Fink, .1980; Woelfel,
) 1

et al., 1980) uses .43. variation)of the same method, The researcher
/

provides sublects a standard where zero is no difference and some

value is set as the -:`stackiterdes1/4 upper limit. The subjews then
,,)1,

deteriine the magnitude ofqiffeience amItag_ pairs\hf4oncepts.
. . d

Ao.

There aFe a number f advartages of fractionation scales made

possible
e

by heir correspon)dence to the real number system. They
I ..

. .

'allow for considerable variance. They are unhoud4ed
,

and are ideally

suited to /measur%e change over time and thus., process of

communication. They are capable of fine discrigations among

10
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stimuli and they do not build error into the measurem nt process.

Also, they have advantages in theory construction 0 allow for %

greayr control over the measured pheromenon. We shall deal with

tireSe adVantages one at a time.

According to Danes and Woelfel (1975) , a goal of thfe

measurement process is to create a scale which will maximize the

potential vatiation in the magnitude of a measured attribute.While

maximizing the vaeleance, a scale should also he reliable. That is,

if a group of observers measures a set of stimuli, when they again
./

measure the stimuli in the future, the variances should be the same.

!or nny single stimulus, however, the goal of the measurement
4

process is for the ,different observers to agree on the precise

magnitude of An attribute pocessed by the .stimulus and thus to limit

the variance about the mean resp se. the measurement of

organizational communication, many different individual stimuli may-
?

be measured by a single que tion. For example, "How much information

do you receive from yourrimm diat supervisor? This question may

evoke a variety of responses. For example, there may be a number- of

different supervisiors and, ideally, the measures should precisely!

I
discri'inate how they vary in the amount of information they make

available to their subordinates. Thus, the criterion for selection
,.

of a measurement /system to observe organizational communication

should be one that maximizes variance while at the same Wipe

maximizing the reliability. The d' ct magnitude estimate fori of
1..

t actionation scales meets this. requirement L4e/ maximizing the

potential for variance. Its reliability in organizational settings

may be determined.

Because fraratiohatio scales have a true zero point and are
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unbounded, they 'are capable of measuring change over time and, the

process of communication. Subjects are free to respond with any real

number when describing an organization's communication patterns.
1

True variance is not /..limited by the scale. As a result, the

differences in communication patterns are not homogenized and the

differences among organizations (or functional subsystems) are not

restricted. No matter how extreme an judgement may become, the

r'instrument is capable of describing, this change The variance,

coupled with the true zero point, makes possible, the calculation of

the rate of organizational change with reafte precision. By

subtracting the scale valt 'over tike, change may be expressed as A

'velocity. Velocity is the 'ratio of change in the magnitude of an

attribute to' the chaige in: time (V = s/ t) Given multiple'

measures, accelerations may also be calculated. )kclain, acceleratig6

is a ratio of the change in .velocity to. the change in time (A V/

t). Arleale (1973, 1977) has arqued that velocity and acceleration
...,----

. . .

are neessary to diScuss the process of communication. Since the.'
.1

.

crdder scales have no true zero %point, calculations of these' ratios,
c

.

are impossible and any discussilon of tKe nxpcess of fommunication is
wr

,inappropriate t %

)

4
.

,

This form of fraCtiona9gon scal4 has unlimited'density. Thus,

these scales da not.rjuild error into the meagprement ,,process,'c

.0 0
.

although error Nal result if an observer assigns the wrong value tol
a

a stimulus. ,This characteristic of thescale is important,, even .if

obserVer's do not use all the allowable values. (They cant; since
V

the scale is dense without Limit.) It simply sgggests that the
c.

measurement device is capable of precision,

observer's senses and not by the scale itself.

12

limited on y by an
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Scales of thiS form have adVantages i*teory construction and
, .

...

, ',-

in the empirical tests ,of these theoriey. their anrestricted range

and deSsity make possible the determination of subtle relation's
2,,

among variableS. This is of special importance when the relations

are nonlinear' or, when they hold only withip certain limits. The

'crude'

.

t/ nca
,

ude' scales truncate 'the range and obscure the limits,. They allow
e

% .

.

,

for only the grossest nonlinear .relations. The goal* of'science- are
1

.precise prediction,. to make possib/e the construction' of. accurate

theocies (explanalion) and subtle control. Given these goals, one._

should adopt measurement 'tools which facilitate their

accomplishments.
. '

The .last point is -important when applying the findings of

Communication Audit to improve an organization's functioning. Common

questions, executives might _ask- a-re, !'Where do the returns to my
,t

organizalion per dollar spent on 'communication activities begin to

diminish ? ",. "Where will I get the greatest payoff per dollar spent on

communication activities?" Or, "When will the payoff oCCur?". TheSe

questions imply nonlinear relations between` money spent and th

magnitude . of a measured communication aribute. The Sca/les

currently used in the Audit are incapable of precision cessary

to answer these questions.Thus, even9from an pragmatic view the most

precise measurement system should be adopted.

While direct-manitude estimate fractionation scales have

theoretical advantages, tley have not been widely adopted to measure _

communication variables. Certainly' agruments exist against their

use. We have' heard three, One'is that they are too diffei.cult for the

general public, e.g., workers who c magte the communication audit.

Two is because respondents mdy report any real number, they must not
/N

13
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be reliable. And, three is the question; Is it really necessary to
: ., .

,4:-
.,

Ve scales with such great precision when people do not normally

differentiate in that much detail?

These'. arguments may be taken to be rmpiriOal questions. If

three criterion can he'met: 1) -workers are able
1
to use these scales,

,,

'' 2) they do differentiate communication stimuli with more detail thah
!".

is allowed by the'ciude traditional scales, and, 3) they are used

reliably, then because of the theoretical and ptactical advantages,

they should be adopted for' the ICA, Cpmunication Audit.

Limited past.empirical' research indicates tht the general

public can use these measurement-tools. :Barnett, et al. (1976)

measured political attitudes with a random sample of thi public.

Hamlin and Hughes (1980) used, these scales =-Tto measure worker

attitudes. In both.cases, theorically valid results were- repbrted.

Barnett and Hughes (1978) reported a reliability of .929 for a 14

item scales 'to measury voters' certainty of the presidential

bandidates' issue' positions. Brandt (1980) reports intercoder

teliabili es of .949, in the measurement of dominance.

HYPO!. eeS,

The disscUssion above, suggesisirthe following hypothees:

1. H1: Workers will be able-to use fractionation scales to

describe the communication patteensin the work place.

H2:. Worke,ts will .ase more that five levels of

discapinationto differentiate their communication 'activities.

3. 3: Workers will use fractionation scales reliably- to

describe their communication activities. These reliability levels
.

will be eguivlent to those reported for the current ICA procedures.

And, the fractionation methodr,411 result in more reliable variance

14
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than in the current ICA Audit procedures.

III. Methods

To test .the above Uripotheses,

out using fractionation scales

activies.

Site Selection

Five sites from with a

selected to / reflect

communication( practices,

cycle status, geographidal

In this *ay, it was possible

differeltt - types

the firactionation

1/ northeastern, non-nnion, advanced technology,
business, predominantly hourly work force

. ')
a communication audit was carried

to measure certain communication

4111

j>
large multinational carpoiration were

high contrast on sev1ra1l dimensions --

union activities, technology, business life

cation and employee status composition.

to ascertain if a vide 'range\ of

of ,workers in different work situations could use

procedures. The sites are described below:

2 northeastern, unioni,high technology, growing
business, predominantly technidalip hourly worX force

southern, union, low technology, stable business
predominantly hourly work force

4 northeastern, non-union, BCD, harvest business,
predominantly exempt scientists

5 midwestern, non-union, low technology, stable
". business, predominantly hourly work force

Instrument Construction

growing

The instrument was designed and pretested at a sixth corporate

site. It employed many of the same items as in the ICA Audit's

written questionnaite. Paralell questions to the ICA instrument were

used on: information received (actual and 'ideal), sources of

information, (actual and ideal), and organizational outcomes..

However, these questions were altered to use fractionation scales.

For example, workers were asked to score how much information they

15
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recei red On twelve organizational topics. Eact question asked

'respondents to let 50 represent the average amount of a given topic

-and zero rep(esented /lime of the topic. Employees were asked° to

quantitatively estimate how much information they redb;iyed in

relation to thi's standard. Next, the employees were asked tp

estimate how,much th y needed of each information topic.

Employees also scared 10 sources of infOrmation, using the same

fot -six attributes: actual use, perferred use, ease in

acceSs, ubefulness, accuraC'y and timeliness. The sources were:

coworkers in my unit, wokers in other units, supervisor, ""middle

top managers, the gra evine group meetings, locar plant
Y ,

_ .
..local publications and newsletteis, written letters,

managers,

newspapet,

memos Ind reports, bulletin; boards,

local radio and tv new

Further, in line

'company wide annual

the ICA Audit, employees

reports,

P

were asked how'

Satisfied they were with 11 organitational -environment attributes.

Again, employees were to assume that 50 was average satisfaction and

zero was no satisfaction. The irstrument also included site unique
0

questions, or what Goldhaber and Rogers call cafeteria items. A copy

of the complete questionnaire, with obscured references to the host

- C 0 rp0 ti on, appears at the end of the paper.

Data C ection

Selection of subjects was determined through a'single stage,

stratified random sample. The prinary sampling unit for the study

was" the individual employee. Population .composition data were

collected for each site: Sampling strata were defined by worker

status--hourly individual contributors, nonexempt salaried, clerks,
0

secretaries and technicians, and exempt professional contributors.
Ik

16



The number and aompsitiod of strata varied among the sites as a

result 'of the frequency of workers assigned to each of several

worker categories. The strata -constructions were determined as a

result of the number,of workers it each category.

An analysis of the standard errors from the pretest results

indicated that variation' in responses was associated with worker
4

-st-atus. Direct examination Of tle.stamdard errors_implied, on !Mbpe.

variables, that the,opinions of hourly employees were less variable

than those of exemptoemployees. As a result of this pattern of

variability, it waS determined that the most appropriate sampling.

allocation procedure was Optimum, or Neyman 'Allocation (Neyman,
/

1934) . It is designed to minimize within stratum variance fOr a

fixed- total sample s

Cost, and produ ion restricticns limied the sample Size

decision for this 'study to 20% of the -total' populafion_ for each

independent site. Employee names ider randobly selected for -'each

.

stratum with the aid of sequential personnel computer listings. A

randOm number table was used to identify the participants.
6

Written guestionnair_es were dmimistered in group meetings.
I

each site. An administrator w s present°to answer anyquestions'

raised by employees. The numberS :of participants and response rates

appear in the results section.

The Evaluation of the Hypotheses

111: To evaluate hypothesis 1, the response rates for the

indivdual items will be examined. Since these d'ata will be used only

in a descriptive manner, to indicatemhether or not respondents can

complete fractionation scales, no. inferential statistics will be

calculated. That js, no test of significance will be performed.

17
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H2: To determine if the subjects tthe more than five categories

when completing the questionnaire, the following procedures will be

performed. The unique responses froi each site for every item are

counted. Then,'they are averaged amcnq the; five sites to control for

-the effectS of sample size. This value,the mean-numbet of unique

4responses for each item, will be. the unit of analytis for the test

of hylithesis 2. A simple T-test will be perf6fmed to determine if

this value is, significantly gkeater than the possible number of

different responses (5) in the ICA Audit.

113: Hypothesis .3' will. be evaluated by determining the

reliliilities and variances of five ,scales (Information\ Rceived-

'Actual, Information Receiyed-Ideali 'Information Sourges7Actual,
; r wInformation SourceR7Ideal and Organizational"Outcomes)_ These will'

-

.1 . .
o .1 _I

be compared to the eguivaient scales in the ICA Communicatioft\ Audit,-

using the coefficients reported y.Goldhaber and Rogers (1979) -

To comiAre' the reliability of thsse new measure's' with the ICA
C

Communication Audit, CrAbachls alpha 'will `e used. These procedures

are routinely applied: to all' new tests(Nunnally,19-78:214). The

forpula for alpha is:

rkk /

where,. rkk =the -reliability of the whole test

k the nuMbvi of-itmes
t.

=the sum of theiteas in the cova matrix /'
,

Coefficient alpha proyides a good estiamte of rel a y, . sine it
,

is based on-the internal consistency, of of the -instrumdnt!sijtems.
4

Thus, this formula considers sources of measurement, error th'atare
, I

not based strictlyon the sampling Of items, but rather On the

sampling of situational factors accompanying the items (Nunnally,

18 ,
. 1

,
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1967:210). Due to the uniqueness of the of jective environments of

the five sites, the reliability et th scales was determined'
.

'separately.

IV.- Results

H1: The resp9onsft rate for the fractionation scales ranged from

92% to 97%, with a mean for the five tits of 95.6%. The lowest 'c-

response rate for any set of items for any of the five sites was

86%. Clearly, workers seem,-to be able to use these scales. But do

they do it reliibly? And, do they use' a anqe of points--on

them?

H2: Tb, determine if the subjects used more than five categories
,4

hen completing *the questionnaire, the uniqu responses from each

site for every, item were counted.12 Then, they ere averaged among
-r"

the five sites to control for the effects of sample size.j3 the mean

number of unique responses 'for each item was the unit of analysis,

for the 'test of hypothesis 2., Because of the v&ri ce in ttle five

sitds/ communication environments, only 66 of the 72 items were used,?'

for the analysis. Six of the items were t appropriate for all

sites. There' were no mass media.

The mean number of different responses for these 66 items was

14.6. The standard deviation was 1.73. This value is-significantly

greater than the .possible number of different responses (5) in the

ICA procedpres 1V(t=5.55;c<.0005). Pnrher, even if the current. ICA

format were changed to 7,9 or 11. point scales, they would be

inadequate to measure the discriminatory 'ability .-- the current

subject. T equals 4.39 (r<.0005) for a 7-point scale, 3.24 (p<.0054

for a 9-point scale and 2.08 (ik.05) for an 11-point scale. Clearly,

the subjects ditcriminate with finer detail than is allowed with

A9



traditianal fixed
audit systems.

IV

choice scales, suchl,ka..s used. by the

H3: Workers do use these scaleA reliably.
Cronbach!s alpha for

ICArtja-other

the the. mean of the five sites of

each of the groups of ,items is prltsented below, along with- the
, \reliability coefficients ,for the_ comparable items reported by

Goldhaber and Rogers (1979j.

fract N of items ICA

Info. Received Actual .862 12 4882
go Info- Received Ideal .,918 12. .852

Info. Saurces Actual .798 15 `.699

Info. Sources Ideal .838 17 .756

Org4,nizational Outcomes .862. 11 . .876,
-.Let us examine the

N of items
13.

13

12

12. .

11

scale variances Goldhaber and Rogers
report for .the ICA. procedures and
variances from thei
the variances by
reliable varianc

compare them , with the tbtained
pew instrument. At the same time, 14.t Is multipity

reliabilities to determine
in these twc different

presented below.

Info.

Info.

Info.

Received, Actual

fract Va..r

45,326
n. 4

Receive eal 75,078.55

Sources Actual r. #5,514.10

Info. Sources Ideal 57,289%;53

Organizational Outcomes 57,773-66

Clearly, the procedures presented
,

Jobtaining 'more reliable variance

which the IC! eMploys

the amount', of

procedutes. They are

;4
X alpha ICA Var X alpha

39 .24 , 18.94 16.71

68,922:11 11.74 10.00
S

36,320..25 12.93 9.04

48,008.62 :10.08 7.62

49,800-90 16.86 14.77

in this paper are capable ,of '41

than the traditional' procedlires
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V. .bisc,ussion and Conclusiyans
,- -. CP,

Th results reported here suggest. that the ICA procedures
. - \ ir .

shcrld be changed to use fractionation scales. They provide more,,, (. ,,
preci e measures of organizational communication, they more closely

4, V. . '

20

''corr sppnd to the real number system and they are reliable.

ukihermore,,the substantive relationships were found"`with4lt the

precise scales as those reported by Gdldhaber and Rogers. Rowever,

these findings are beyond the scope of this pap,tr and the

'proprietary nature of the research prevents us from reportin them

here.
,r
Let it suffice to to say that in terms of validity, *iv-riUmber

of significant relationships were. found between these.,s6,a1d'items

and organizational perf mance measures that 'theoretically should be

related absente isms, produCtivity, safety. union ;activity) .

The generalizabili y of the repoited findings may be enhanced

because the data were gathered over a wide nge of organifational
4k-,*

settings .iind worker attributes. For these- reasons, we have

confidee in our recommendation that the .ICA Communication Audit

should be changed to incorporate fractionation scales rather- than

the crude, five point, fixed-choice items it currently employs.

VI. Summary g

This Paper proposed a nerand more precise method of measuring

organizational dormunication than the one cur/ntly 'used in the ICA
tb ?

ommunication 'Audit and other similar audit systems. An audit was

performed , to test these procedures with employees from 'ive
.

.different business groups from within* a large multinational

corporation. The results showed that 1) workers can use these sCales,

2) they use them reliably, 3) these methods produce significan/- tly

more variate than traditional procedures, 4) workers discrimina te a

21
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greater number of values than allowed bybpi ditional fixed choice

items, and, .5) theoretically' valid relationships, itere oktained. As 'a
0

result of these findikgs, this paper advocites the adoption of '

direct-magnitude estimate fractIonkion scales for the measurement

of organizationatr communication,.

1

iQ
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whom this paper would not haVia been possible. Also the
416
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version of the nuscii

12. A number of responses wh

outliers, those responses signifi

the distribution of respilnses wer

4

b may be labelled statistical

antly discrepant from tie trest. of
t r-/

removld for this analysis. The

criterion chosen to identify an outlier was if the iloalue was greater

than 3 s. d. from the next highest value. There were 19 (.3%) from

the 4818 responses in the sample.

13. The number of possibJ unique responses increases as a

function cif he number of people responding to an itdm.,,The mean

'number of different responses for Othe five

demonstrates this clearly. 4

Site Mean

1 10.56

2 13.23

3 13.56

16.35

5 18.9Z

Regression analysis .indicates

.43
64

`86

198

254

sites in the sample

tbat f i each additional subject,

there is an increase in the number of

Y (responses) =10.2 + .03 X (subjects) . R=.97.

23
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communitcATibusuRvor.

The purpose of this survey is to evaluate our communication practices and find
out what specific areas need improvement.

To do this, we need you to assess these communication practices. Your ideas and
respohses will help /us make changes for the better.

Please answer all questions, since each is important. Leave a question blank only
if it does not apply to you. If there are any questions that you do not understand,
please ask the survey adMinistrator about them;

Your responses will be held confidential. Dowot sign your name.

Thank you for helping us in this important evaluation.

28



DIRECTIONS

The questions below use the following scale: Od

Nobel

. 50 100 150

I .

Average Twice Three Times
Average Average,;

On this scale, "60" is always average ancil'O'-' is rjrie at all. Fo%example, say that "60" represents the average
amount of information an employee gets about sa *practices. If "50" is the average amount, then you decide
how much safety Information you get. Use any number that is right for you. If you think you get less safety in-
formation than average, write a smaller number than "50". If you bet more than an average amount of safety in-
formation, then write a number larger than "50" that show,- how Much m than average you get. If you feel
you get about an average amount, then use "50". If you feel you get no inf
number on the line-or in the box to the right of each question.
EXAMPLE: If "60" is average accuracy, how accurate is your local T.V. news about .7
If your T.V. news about is above average in accuracy, then use a number above "50" to show how much.
You might use '75", "90" or "140", depending on how above average the accuracy is. Ifyou feel the reporting
is less than average ifilleccuracy, pick a number smaller than "50". If the reporting accuracy is average, use
"1'50". If it is not accurate at all, then use "0".

ation, then use "0". Place your

RECEIVING. TYPES OF INFORMATION

Below are typescof information you may receive from various sources within your organization. Give each
topic two scores. First, score each for how much of that information you get, if "60" is the average amount an
employee gets. Then score each for how much you would like to receive, or how much you need to carryout
your work activities in the best way you can.

How Mu
TOPIC Receive

z IHow Much I
Want/ eed

Feedback on how well I do my job k`.
Day-to-day work instructions

Goals and objectives of my work unit
.

Feedback on my work units performance
,

benefit plans and how they affect me

Organizational policies
....

Promotion and advancement opportunities

pay plan and how it affects me /
Important new products, services or
programs in my organization

,,
N._

.

Changes in planior schedul from my depart-
ment's other functions which ectine

How my job relates to the total ration
of my organization

.. ma,
Follow-up on questions, inquiries,'
suggestions and complaints I voice -

,

Other (Specify)
_ _A

29



SOURCES OF INFORMATION'

You may receive information about, and your job from various sources. We .use sources for several
reasons. Some sources are easier to get to, some give better quality information. Some sources are moreac-
curate; others are more useful qi timely. On the table below, score each of the sources you use for: (1) how
much you use them,(2) how much you would like to use them, (3) ease of access, (4) how Useful each is to you,
(5) how accurate each is, and (8) how timely each is for getting you information. Remember: "50" isaverage. It
will save you time if you do all of Column 1 first)then all of Column 2, etc.

111 121 131 141 151 161

PEOPLE How Much
You Use ,- .

How Much You'd
to Use

Ease of
Access

How Useful
For You

. How
Accurate

How
Timely

Coworkers in my unit

Workers in other units
i .

My supervisor ,

Middle managers

Top managers
, ...

The grapevine .

Group meetings,
LI. roundtable.,
P` informative mtgs. '-..

- ,

-

People who work for me
.

Union representatives

111 121 131 (41 (51 (61

PUBLICATIONS
How Much
You Use

How Much You'd
Like to Use

Ease of
Access

How Useful
For You

How
ACcurate

How
Timely

Local newspaper . . .

Local publications,
newsletters

.
. -

' I,
Written letters,
reports/memos

.

Bulletin boards

Company-wide
Ahnual Report

.

Union publications

Monogram magazine .
.

(1) 121 (31 (4) 151

,
OTHER SOURCES

How Much
You Use

How Much You'd
Like to Use

Ease of
Access

How Useful
For You

How
Accurate

How
Timely

Local public
newspaper

Local radio news
.

Local T.V. news .

.

Other
(Specify

q 11



WORK ENVIRONMENT

An impartafit pirt of vOrking within an organization is the satisfaction one receives frdm working there. if
"50" is the average satisfaction, how satisfied are you with:

. . .
,

'My plant's, over911, efficiency of operation ;

The ovemli quality of tliydrganization's product acid services
. ,f, pi:

My orgenizati" tn's aortievement of its goals and objectives
t .

,,

My organizeildn'Sdyerall 'communication affinity'

My relationship with co-workers

k.,. ' ? , ,,i

TpifeNtent to' which my supervisor listens to me
;5 , .4-:

....i.

How free I feel to k my opinion to my skpervisor,
1

r,c- j
The contribution ,I nytlia iri accompliskting Mrorganization's goals

,c.7
The cooperation of co-workers to accomplish organizational goals

How proud I am to tell others I work for

How proud I feel to work in my plant, compared to any other

BUSINESS RELATED INFORMATION

Period, y, our communicators generate information about the Company and fur local plant to try and
keep yoi to date. To see how effectively we have managed to get this inforniation to you, could you tell

Compared to a year ago, how would you describe the employment level of your location?
1. in a downturn fi
2. stable
3. increasing

Compared to a year ago, is the market for your location's productsor services:
1. shrinking
2. stable
3. growing

In coming years, do you feel your business will:
1. grow
2. stabilize
3. 'shrink

What would you say are your location's three most important business objectives for this year?
1.

2,
3.

What are your business' end products? (locomotives, electric motors, etc.)
1.

2.
3.



List three customers who purchase these products:
1

3

List three firms that compete with your local business:
1

2
3

Last year, profits were about:
1. 20 /per dollar of sales
2: 60 /per dollar of sales
3. 15 0, per dollar of sales
4. 27 0/per dollar of sales
5. 480 /15er dollar of sales

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Sometimes communication patterns are affected by such things as thelingth of.time that a person has been
on a job, and the number of different job experiences or types Of work that he or she has done. These details will
help us improve our communication techniques for all types of employee groups. Thelp us, could you tell us...

How old are you?

I-low many years have you worked for to the nearest yeail7

Please indicate the last school year you completed:
&

6 7 8 9
)10

11 12 13 14 15 'i6._,117 18 19 20

How many months haveyou worked in your current position?

In which function is your current assignment?

1. Manufacturing
2. Engineering
3. Marketing or Sales
4. Finance
5. Relations
6. Legal
7. Research and Development
8. Vategic Planning
9. Program Management

10. Other (Specify)

What is your sex?
1. Male
2. Female

How many years have you w ked in your current plant location?

Please identify your work sta
1. Hourly individual contrib or
2. Non-exempt salaried clerk secretaryor technician
3. Exempt individual contribu r
4. Supervisor er foreman
5. Manager

.

During the past ten years, in how m ny organizations have you been employed?

ts,
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WE WOULD APPRECIATE ANY IDEAS

'
U CAN OFFER ON IMPROVING OUR COMMUNICATION EFFORT:

ti

WE WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR COMMENTS ON THIS SURVEY:

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME
AND COOPERATION
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